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ON THE INTERSECTION BETWEEN OUR CLOTHING AND OUR PAST


Few are those among us who cannot attest to the mystery of clothes, to a ‘lucky shirt’, a pair of shoes that appear to be charmed or a garment so connected to inexplicable fortune that it is transformed into a veritable talisman or fetish. Clothes can no doubt be powerful and transformative, mythical and magical, and full of both symbolic and immaterial value. A fashion designer can be said to be the weaver of our fantasies, a Merlin who bestows his ability to shapeshift on us. Through his work we can metamorphose our unconscious yearnings and aspirations into something more material, as cloth, as incantation. Our greatest fashion designers could perhaps be likened to contemporary alchemists, dexterously transforming mere clothing into fashion.

But clothes, once they have outlived their brief elevated position as ‘fashion’, become part of the identity of their owner, and many are those who can attest to the love of a piece of clothing that makes you feel safe and protected, be it from the cold winds blowing in from the sea or from the scrutinising gaze of others. In our most successful acquisitions memories are woven into the fabric of the clothes already: old memories belonging to the new owner of the garment. A desirable new garment has to hold a promise of an unknown, more triumphant future but at the same time make you feel sheltered and safe by reminding you of your own past.

Elizabeth Wilson writes in Adorned in Dreams, that ‘the “now” of fashion is nostalgia in the making’ and nostalgia, the ravages of longing for something beyond one’s reach, has seemingly become an epidemic of the modern age. In fashion the past is forever haunting the present, but because the system depends on perpetual movement – onwards, forwards – it must also renounce its own history. The speed of change is indeed a growing complaint about fashion, both amongst those whose livelihoods depend on it, and amongst those who observe these ceaseless shifts from afar. Grumbles about a ubiquitous acceleration are nothing new however; in fact, the grievance we appear to harbour against velocity is as old as modernity itself. Back then the machines that increasingly replaced the human hand aroused fear and trepidation; today our attitudes reflect much the same ambivalence towards the revolutions of time. It would seem we always regard our own time as simultaneously the most progressive and the most relentlessly accelerated.

Nostalgia was once described as a medical condition and interestingly one which shared certain elements with another long-since departed disease – melancholia. However, whereas melancholy was a disease that mainly affected the early modern intellectual, its heaviness of the heart seemingly emerging as a direct by-product of critical reason, nostalgia was mainly found in soldiers, sailors and those who moved from rural areas to cities in search of a better life. Literary scholar Svetlana Boym writes in The Future of Nostalgia that nostalgia was a ’democratic’ disease, which went beyond the ailment of the individual, turning into an endemic peril which revealed the ambiguity that many people felt when faced with modernity. In this sense nostalgia permits us to study the flip side of modernity and progress, and the disparity between scientific and technological advances and the seemingly slower human heart.

The emphasis we still today place on (material) memories and history can be traced back to ancient Greece where the goddess Mnemosyne, the goddess of memory, was in addition also the goddess of wisdom, and the mother of Clio, the goddess of history. The Greeks meant that in order for history to exist, we humans must be able to remember; in other words memory was seen as a prerequisite of human thought. In modern society however, the increasing speed of change has caused our notion of memory to become evermore complex and paradoxical. The consistency between time and subjectivity familiar to the Greeks, has to the modern man become disarticulated. Seen in this light, modern culture’s obsession with memory could be said to have developed as a direct result of our feeling of displacement. Whereas modernity strove to celebrate its latest innovations as utopian, the German philosopher Theodor Adorno and the Frankfurt School, writing in the post World War II era, already claimed that modern capitalist culture acted as an eraser of history and that the ever-increasing speed with which we live make us oblivious of our past, in effect rendering us intrinsically amnesiac. Yet this view sits uneasily with our increasing obsession with memory and nostalgia. Perhaps a more accurate interpretation of this paradox is the view that, rather than memory and amnesia being polar opposites, our longing for the essence of things, for authenticity and for times past is just what sits on the opposite face of the coin bearing the symbol of oblivion.

Our old clothes after all reflect our history, becoming tangible material memories of times past, love lost or found, disappointments endured or victories won. These often forgotten objects of desire could be read as a map to our past, resurrected and brought back to life once more. And through breathing life back into what would otherwise be fleeting ephemera, mere fragments, we somehow mourn times of yore yet celebrate our own history and the fact that we have lived. Because whether we use clothes as a mark of distinction or of authenticity, as a way to connect with a real or imagined past, or simply to toy with characters from our collective remembrance, these are the material memories that ensure that the past is always carried with us into the future. Textile memento moris are tactile, ever-present reminders of a culture in perpetual flux and of our transcience, yet at the same time they provide a comforting aide-mémoire, reassuring us that, to paraphrase Victor Hugo, history is merely an echo of the past in the future; a reflex from the future in the past.



